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Abstract 

The discovery of endoreduplication in the majority of cells of the thorax of Drosophila has implications for 
genomics, transcriptome levels, chromatin structure and life history of these model insects. The ratio of 2C/4C 
DNA amounts is 2.00 for nuclei from the head, yet is 1.75 and 1.83 for nuclei from the thorax of wild type and 
suppressor of underreplication (SuUR) strains, respectively. The latter ratios reflect underreplication in the 
majority of nuclei from the thorax, which is only partially suppressed in the SuUR strain. The effect is 
age-dependent. Thoracic 4C DNA is significantly more underreplicated in the nuclei of 10 day old than newly 
emerged flies. The consequences of underreplication for the majority of thoracic cell nuclei, likely mimic those 
in highly endoreduplicated polytene salivary and nurse cell nuclei, which would affect expression levels in 
genomic, transcriptomic, methalomic and other studies based wholly or in part on Drosophila thoracic nuclei. 
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1. Introduction 

Genomic underreplication is a phenomenon commonly associated with the polytene chromosomes of the salivary 
glands (Rudkin, 1969) and nurse cells of Drosophila and other Diptera (Painter & Reindorp, 1939). 
Underreplication of intercalated heterochromatin is apparent in polytenic salivary chromosomes as weak point 
regions or “fragile” sites (Laird, 1989) as well as for regions of euchromatic sequence localized in constrictions 
and ectopic fibers (Lamb & Laird, 1987; Lönn, 1982), whereas underreplicated pericentric heterochromatin is 
usually only visible as an indistinct “chromocenter” holding the various lengths of euchromatin together 
(Ashburner, 1970). Polyteny is also found in larval tissues where it is suggested to have evolved as “a cellular 
adaptation to the function of the larval period; that is, the extreme growth required by continuous, rapid food 
ingestion and the subsequent accumulation in the fat body of those reserves which will be later deployed in the 
complex morphogenetic expense of metamorphosis” (Pearson, 1974). While most larval polytene cells undergo 
programmed cell death (autophagy) (von Gaudecker & Schmale, 1974), a subset persists into the adult in 
Malphighian tubes, a select few brain cells and pericardial cells (Makino, 1938). Of these, only a few polytene 
brain cells have been positively shown to exhibit underreplication (Zacharias, 1993). Bosco et al. (2007) scored 
underreplication in 16C ovarian polytene cells in 38 species of Drosophila using flow cytometry and reported, “a 
strong correlation between genome size and amount of satellite replication”. 

Until recently, little was known about the control of underreplication. One of the first genes shown to control 
underreplication (Ur) was described as a naturally occurring polymorphism affecting underreplication of 
ribosomal genes in Drosophila mercatorum (DeSalle & Templeton, 1986; Malik & Eickbush, 1999). The Ur 
locus was shown to interact with R1 and R2 transposon inserts in the 28S rDNA of D. mercatorum and change 
life history parameters in field populations (Templeton et al., 1995). Subsequently a mutation called suppressor 
of underreplication (SuUR) was shown to affect underreplication of heterochromatin in polytene salivary gland 
chromosomes of Drosophila melanogaster (Belyaeva et al., 1998). The SuUR locus becomes active early in 
embryogenesis and maintains its activity throughout the cell cycle (Pindyurin et al., 2008). Expressed as a 
semi-dominant in the heterozygote, SuUR produces a maternal affect that is associated with activity during early 
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embryogenesis, position effect variegation (PEV), and chromatin breaks during all stages of development 
(Belyaeva et al., 1998). The wild type allele, SuUR+ acts in a dose-dependent fashion; extra doses of SuUR+ 
enhance PEV, whereas zero or one dose suppresses variegation (Belyaeva et al., 2003). Ectopically expressed 
SuUR affects the overall amount of amplification of DNA in polytene chromosomes and of chorion protein 
genes in follicle cells (Volkova et al., 2003). SuUR protein product interacts with heterochromatin protein 1 
(HP1) which associates with heterochromatin, influences heterochromatin formation, gene silencing, regulation 
of gene expression and telomere stability (Fanti & Pimpinelli, 2008). In the absence of HP1, SuUR cannot bind 
appropriately to chromosomes, which suggests HP1 directs SuUR to the correct binding sites (Pindyurin et al., 
2008).  

Here, we examine the effect of the SuUR mutation on putatively underreplicated 4C nuclei in the majority of 
cells in the thorax of Drosophila melanogaster. Using flow cytometry to quantify DNA amounts in 2C 
unreplicated (G1) and 4C replicated (G2) nuclei, we ask if underreplication (and its many consequences) occurs 
in head and thoracic tissue and if SuUR mutations change the extent of that underreplication. We report that 
SuUR partially, but not completely, suppresses underreplication in 4C thoracic nuclei. Further, we show that the 
underreplication is suppressed in an age dependent manner - an SuUR effect not heretofore observed.  

2. Material and Methods 

Drosophila melanogaster strains Ore-R and SuUR (Bloomington/4445) were obtained from the Drosophila stock 
center and maintained at room temperatures on cornmeal, molasses, and yeast medium food in 6 oz plastic fly 
bottles with cotton stoppers. To score relative amounts of replicated DNA at different ploidy levels, flow 
cytometry was conducted following DeSalle et al. (2007). Nuclei were isolated from the head or thorax of a fly 
of a given age, sex and strain by grinding the appropriate tissue in Galbraith buffer (Galbraith et al., 1983) using 
15 strokes of the “A” pestle in a Kontes 2 ml Dounce. The released nuclei were passed through a 50 micron filter, 
stained with 50 parts per million (ppm) of propidium iodide and run (after 30 minutes in the cold and dark) in a 
Beckman Coulter Epics Elete flow cytometer with the laser emitting an exciting light at 488 nm nanometers 
(nm). Red fluorescence from propidium iodide (intercalated into the DNA of the 2C and 4C nuclei of Drosophila) 
was detected using a high bandpass filter (615 nm). Doublet discrimination (based on the peak and total 
fluorescence) showed that clumped nuclei made up less than 1% of the total, which justified the inclusion of all 
fluorescent nuclei in the analysis.  

The total number of nuclei and average channel numbers of 2C and 4C nuclei were calculated using software 
provided with the Epics Elete cytometer. The ratio of 4C to 2C counts and the ratio of average channel numbers 
for the 4C and 2C nuclei were calculated. The means of these ratios were compared using PROC GLM from 
SASS (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, North Carolina), with Scheffe means comparisons and orthogonal contrasts. 
Both the untransformed ratios and the arcsin root transformed ratios were used in analyses. Because 
transformation did not change significance at any level of the GLM model, results are reported based on the 
untransformed data.  

3. Results  

The G2 and G1 nuclei, that we expected would correspond to 4C and 2C ploidy levels, were scored in the head 
and thorax of Ore-R and SuUR males and females using flow cytometry (Figure 1). The ratio of fluorescence 
averages for G2 and G1 nuclei scored from the head of Ore-R males and females of < 1, 1-10 and 10 days of age 
was 2.0080 +/- 0.0004 (N = 60) and not significantly different from the expected 2.0 ratio (Figure 1a, b). In 
contrast, the ratio of average fluorescence (amount of replicated DNA) for G2 and G1 nuclei from the thorax was 
1.7830 +/- 0.0030, which is very significantly less than the expected 2.0 ratio observed for the head (P < 0.00001) 
(Table 1).  

The reduced amount of fluorescence from 4C nuclei in the thorax suggests underreplication of heterochromatin - 
underreplication that is typical of the polytene chromosomes in dipteran salivary glands, follicle and nurse cells 
(Leach et al., 2000), but is not known to occur in the thorax of fully normal alates. Further, endoreduplication 
and associated underreplication appear to significantly alter the proportions of 2C, 4C, and 8C amounts of DNA 
in the thorax. As shown in Figure 1a, c the proportion of 4C nuclei in the thorax is fully 10 times that in the head 
(53.7% 4C in the thorax vs. 5.5% 4C in the head). Further, an 8C peak that was entirely missing in nuclei from 
the head was observed in nuclei from the thorax, an indication that the thoracic nuclei of the thorax are 
endoreduplicated through 1 round and (rarely) 2 rounds of endoreduplication.  
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Table 1. Underreplication of 4C DNA, represented as the ratio of 4C average fluorescence/2C average 
fluorescence, for males and females of SuUR, and Ore-R strains of D. melanogaster of different ages. The 
expected ratio is 2.0 for fully replicated 4C DNA. The effect of strain and age were very highly significant (P < 
0.0001); the sex effect was significant only for P < 0.5. All interactions among these three main effects were 
nonsignificant (0.37 < P < 0.87) 

Age Strain*** Sex* N 4C/2C Ave SE 

10 days Ore-R Female 19 1.759 .005657 

10 days Ore-R Male 22 1.747 .009148 

10 days SuUR Female 15 1.789 .007057 

10 days SuUR Male 19 1.790 .009197 

1-10 days Ore-R Female 29 1.776 .012989 

1-10 days Ore-R Male 28 1.752 .010388 

1-10 days SuUR Female 31 1.824 .013975 

1-10 days SuUR Male 26 1.788 .015725 

< 1 day*** Ore-R Female 9 1.836 .009333 

< 1 day*** Ore-R Male 6 1.815 .011329 

< 1 day*** SuUR Female 8 1.888 .008178 

< 1 day*** SuUR Male 5 1.842 .016283 

*** Overall means for Strain and for flies < 1 day age were very highly significantly different (p < 0.0001). 

* Overall means for Sexes were significantly different for p < 0.05. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Fluorescent peaks for 2C and 4C nuclei of D. melanogaster extracted from 1a) head of Ore-R, 1b) head 
of SuUR. 1c) thorax of Ore-R, and, 1d) thorax of SuUR 

Both the large proportion of 4C cells in the thorax and the relative underreplication of those 4C cells are evident 
by comparison of 1a,b with 1c,d. Considerable variation in amount of underreplication in 4C nuclei of both 
Ore-R and SuUR produces a broad 4C peak in 1c-d. 

 

To test the hypothesis that the 4C cells of the thorax are underreplicated, we compared the result for Ore-R flies 
to those of a SuUR mutant strain known to suppress underreplication in the salivary gland. As observed for 
Ore-R, fluorescence from 4C and 2C nuclei from the head of SuUR flies produces a 2:1 ratio (2.0067 +/- 0.0001; 
N = 40) (Figure 1b), showing that DNA is fully replicated in the vast majority of 4C tissues in the head of SuUR 
strains. The interesting result was with the nuclei from the SuUR thorax. The ratio of fluorescence (relative 
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amounts of DNA) in the 4C to 2C nuclei of the thorax was very significantly greater in SuUR than in Or-R (1.82 
vs. 1.78; P < 0.0001) (Table 1). Given a 1C genome size of 175 Mb in Ore-R Drosophila, this change represents 
28 million more nucleotides per nucleus in 4C SuUR thoracic nuclei than in comparable nuclei from the Ore-R 
strain. We conclude from this that underreplication of heterochromatin is found in a majority of cells in the 
thorax, with underreplication partially, but not completely suppressed in SuUR flies. Such underreplication has 
very important implications for the transcriptome from the thorax of the fly. Underreplication of heterochromatin 
changes the ratio of euchromatin to heterochromatin, creating possible position effects (Belyaeva et al., 2003), 
altered chromatin structure (Dorn et al., 1986) and modified expression levels for replicated and underreplicated 
(often heterochromatic) loci. 

To test the possibility that the age of the adult fly influences the amount of underreplication, we compared the 
ratio of 4C:2C fluorescence in a subset of the above flies that had been scored as newly emerged flies or reared 
to 10 days of age. The difference was a highly significant 1.77 ratio of 4C: 2C fluorescence in 10 day old flies 
versus a ratio of 1.86 in newly emerged flies (P < 0.0001) (Table 1). Underreplication was greater in 10 day old 
flies than in those newly emerged, and both Ore-R and SuUR showed the same age dependent effect. A general 
linear statistical model showed no age by strain interaction for either SuUR or Ore-R flies. The ratio of DNA 
amount in 4C versus 2C cells in the thorax (Figure 1c, d) was less in older flies for both Ore-R (1.825 vs. 1.754) 
and SuUR (1.868 vs. 1.791) strains.  

An age effect would be seen if 4C underreplication affects viability, and those cells that are least underreplicated 
in newly emerged flies undergo programmed cell death and autophagy, as observed for endoreduplicated cells of 
larvae (von Gaudecker & Schmale, 1974). However when the curve representing the population of 4C nuclei is 
compared for 10 day old flies and newly emerged flies, it is seen that the coefficient of variation of 4C 
fluorescence increases at the same time that the average amount of fluorescence decreases (CV = 8.1 vs. 7.4, P < 
0.001). Additionally, there is a small, but significant increase, rather than loss, of 4C relative to 2C cells in older 
flies (P < .001). Thus, not programmed cell death/autophagy, but rather further endoreduplication from 2C to 4C 
nuclei (Pearson, 1974), with or without degradation of DNA associated with double strand breaks (Spradling, 
2001), likely accounts for the age effect. 

4. Discussion 

Accurate measurement of DNA content in G1 and G2 cells of D. melanogaster was historically important, not 
only to settle old arguments about strandedness of DNA in chromatids (Rudkin, 1965; van de Flierdt, 1975) but 
also to show that metaphase cells from the brain of Drosophila are good standards for estimation of genomic 
DNA content (Zacharias et al., 1993). Here, we repeat these earlier reports showing that 4C (G2) cells of neural 
tissue have twice the DNA content of 2C (G1) cells; we then go on to examine the 4C cells that make up the 
majority of the D. melanogaster thorax. The 4C thoracic nuclei, unlike the 4C in the head, are underreplicated. 
The degree of underreplication is partially ameliorated in SuUR mutants, but not completely. This was 
anticipated by Umbetova et al. (1991) who noted that the degree of underreplication was proportional to the 
degree of polyteny, with the maximum suppression in the highly polytenized salivary gland cells, intermediate 
underreplication in fat body cells that have an intermediate degree of polyteny, and no underreplication in 
diploid cells of the head. 

Zhimulev et al. (2003) showed that SuUR copy number can have dramatic effects on underreplication and 
expression levels in polytene tissues, and noted that SuUR proteins target genes that are repressed in embryos 
and then activated later in development (Pindyurin et al., 2007). We report here for the first time, that 
underreplication is typical of cells in the thorax and greater in 10 day old than in newly emerged flies. The 
observed increase in underreplication in 10 day old flies, coupled with an increase in the proportion of 4C nuclei, 
suggest that endoreduplication with underreplication continues after emergence of the imago, with or without a 
loss of heterochromatic DNA due to exonuclease activity (Spradling, 2001; Glaser et al., 1992).  

These findings suggest a similarity of the underreplication control mechanism for single round endoreduplicated 
thoracic cell nuclei and highly endoreduplicated polytene salivary and nurse cell nuclei. In salivary polytene 
chromosomes, HP1 (heterochromatin protein 1) and SuUR interact and bind to underreplicated regions 
(Pindyurin et al., 2008), while a number of other genes are known to interact further with HP1 to modify position 
effects associated with changes in heterochromatin (Wallrath, 1998, review). The Su(var)2-5 locus encodes the 
HP1 protein (Eissenberg et al., 1992) required for the assembly of the protein-modifying complex (Richards & 
Elgin, 2002, review). The Su(var)3-6 locus encodes protein phosphatase PP1 (Baksa et al., 1993). The 
Su(var)2-1 locus encodes histone acetylase (Dorn et al., 1986). And, the Su(var)3-9 locus encodes the enzyme 
for methylation of histone H3 on lysine 9 (Rea et al., 2000; Czermin et al., 2001; Schotta et al., 2002). 
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Additionally, missense mutations at the histone deacetylase locus (HDAC1) are suppressors of position effect 
variagation (PEV) (Mottus et al., 2000); the product of the HisAv locus appears required for heterochromatin 
formation, as it interacts with HP1 and SuUR, directing the chromosomal distribution of the HP1 protein, of 
acetylated histone H4 at Lys12, and of methylated histone H3 at Lys9 (Swaminathan et al., 2005).  

It is important to consider underreplication in the context of the endocycle. Our data indicate that the majority of 
thoracic cells in Drosophila have stalled at the mitotic/endocycle transition. In normal endocycling cells, many of 
the checkpoints that otherwise serve to regulate the cell cycle of dividing (mitotic) cells are lost. In the normal 
Drosophila endocycle, Cyclin E and its related cyclin-dependent kinase (Cdk2) has a conserved autoregulatory 
function: it is responsible for ensuring a stable G1-S cycle (Lilly & Duronio, 2005). This is due to the conserved 
need for decreased Cdk activity in order to reset (or ‘license’) origins of replication in both endocycling and 
mitotic cells. During the endocycle, S-phase is truncated leading to incomplete DNA replication. Late replicating 
heterochromatin can be restored through transgenic overexpression of Cyclin E (Leach et al., 2000), and the 
continuous expression of Cyclin E throughout endocycling S-phase.  

In normal endocycling cells, the DNA damage and/or presence of stalled replication forks that arise from 
underreplication do not typically halt progression of the cell cycle. In the thorax of Drosophila, we hypothesize 
that the majority of cells are stalled at the mitotic/endocycle transition, perhaps due to intra S-phase or G2 
checkpoint activity. The effect could be reduced in older flies because low E Cyclin activity in combination with 
incomplete DNA replication (truncation of S-phase) leads to the continued low-level licensing of new origins of 
replication, which over a period of days results in more complete DNA replication. This was anticipated in Lönn 
(1982) who reported in polytene nuclei of the midge Chironomus, “different populations of DNA replication 
intermediates are detectable in animals that have just passed a moult.” Future studies must address how 
SuUR-mediated regulation of late origins of replication is linked to Cyclin E and S/G2-phase checkpoint activity.  

The consequences of underreplication in the majority of nuclei in the thorax are many. Position effects, 
transcription levels, chromatin condensation and genome architecture in general are altered by underreplication. 
Additionally double strand breaks have been shown to occur at all sites of underreplication and to increase in 
amount in direct proportion to the number of copies of SuUR+ (Andreyeva et al., 2008). Understanding the 
molecular mechanisms that permit continuation or stalling of the endocycle in cells with truncated S-phase (and 
therefore underreplication) could offer significant insight into how checkpoints in normal mitotic cells work, and 
further, how cancer cells escape such controls. Overall our findings show the need for consideration of the 
proportion of 2C and 4C nuclei and the underreplication of the latter as it affects the transcriptome and genome 
architecture of the majority of cells in D. melanogaster thorax. It was thought that polyteny is only the rule 
among the specialized cells of larval and adult Diptera, where rapid growth is characteristic (Pearson, 1974). We 
find polyteny and endoreduplication are also characteristic of the majority of cells in the thorax; genomic studies 
will need to take this into account. Loci in underreplicated portions of the DNA are present in equal copy 
number (2C) in nuclei isolated from the head and thorax. In contrast, the proportion of DNA that is replicated 
(4C) is fully ten times greater in the thorax than in the head. Expression levels in the thorax can be 50% higher in 
the thorax than the head, simply as a consequence of different proportions of replication.  
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